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Introduction 
Building ironwork, or structural elements forged from iron, were very important 

elements of stone and timber buildings. Ironwork increased the strength of the walls, 
and sometimes iron elements forged in different forms also relieved the monotony 
of flat stone or wooden wall or door surfaces. Building ironwork included wall 
anchors, window bars and grilles, gate and door fittings and fixtures – especially 
hinges, hinge pivots, handgrips, locks, many different kinds of nails and other 
items. 

In present-day Latvia, ironwork from medieval and early modern times has not 
survived in buildings but has been found in the course of archaeological excavations 
at several medieval castles and early modern palaces which have survived as ruins. 
This paper analyses iron artefacts from two palaces – Bauska and Dobele. The 
dating of the archaeological artefacts relates to the excavated sites and historical 
conditions. The Livonian branch of the Teutonic Order was abolished in 1562, 
and the new Duchy of Courland and Semigallia was formed in the south-western 
part of its territory, nowadays the western part of Latvia. The dukes obtained the 
former castles of the order, and some of these were chosen as residences. As many 
of the buildings in the medieval castles were old, whereas the dukes needed new, 
comfortable apartments, during the last decades of the 16th century and in the 17th 
century the old premises of several castles were rebuilt or new palaces constructed. 
Two such examples are Bauska and Dobele, situated not far from the border with 
northern Lithuania. Here, new palace buildings were constructed in the outer 
baileys of the former castles of the order. There are a few drawings from the 17th 
and early 18th century, which show Dobele in 1661 (K v a s k o v a  2010, 351) and 
Bauska in 1702 (J a k o v ļ e v a  2010, 123) – each had two-storey buildings along 
the sides of the inner courtyard, which were enclosed in high earthen ramparts. 
Unfortunately, these drawings do not give any details. For example, one can see 
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windows, but it is not clear what they looked like or what materials and with 
what kinds of fittings they were made. During the Great Northern War in the first 
decades of the 18th century Dobele Palace was demolished, Bauska Palace was 
destroyed and both were abandoned in the first half of the 18th century. Up to the 
20th century, there remained only masonry ruins without any doors or windows, 
and the old building ironwork has not survived in its original places.

Because of the reconstruction of the duke’s palace in Bauska, from 1976 to 
1992 archaeological excavation was organised by the archaeologist Andris Caune 
(C a u n e  1993; C a u n e  and G r ū b e  1994; C a u n e  2016). At the same time 
reconstruction was begun of all three buildings around the inner courtyard. 
Nowadays, they house the local museum, the interiors of which were finished only 
some years ago (Vēsturisko 2002). Because of conservation and partial restoration 
of the ruins of the order’s castle and ducal palace in Dobele, excavation was 
organised by the archaeologist Mārtiņš Ruša in 1987–1991 and 2002–2009 (R u š a 
2010). There are several designs for restoration work in Dobele castle ruins, which 
have not yet been completed. 

The excavations at both Bauska and Dobele have yielded large numbers of 
artefacts, among them numerous pieces of constructional ironwork. These are kept 
at the National History Museum of Latvia and Dobele Regional Museum, and the 
excavation reports are accessible in the archives of the Institute of Latvian History, 
University of Latvia and the State Inspection for Heritage protection in Riga. The 
excavated building ironwork from both palaces has not been researched until now.

It was possible to find documentary sources for understanding the function 
of the building ironwork and the frequency of its use in construction – written 
inventories of the palaces made in the early modern period. Every time before a 
new administrator of the palaces in the Duchy of Courland and Semigallia started 
his work, all buildings were carefully described. The inventories of Bauska Palace 
have survived from the second half of the 17th century, but we have only the last 
records of Dobele Palace, from the first half of the 18th century. They are written in 
German and kept in the Latvian State Historical Archives in Riga. Some of them 
have been published (Bauska 2010, Dobele 2005). For comparison, information 
was also used from some inventories of other castles and palaces from the 17th 
century in present-day Latvia where the building ironwork has been described in 
greater detail. Special terms in English for building ironwork were taken from 
literature (G o o d a l l  1981; E g a n  2010 and others). 

Forms and functions of building ironwork described in the inventories
The inventories of the palaces in the Duchy of Courland and Semigallia from 

the 17th–18th century usually describe all buildings in sequence, one after another, 
noting all visible iron fittings, especially hinges, but different nails, locks and other 
elements are also mentioned.

First, there is a description of the main entrance of Bauska Palace in 1698 
(Bauska 2010, 161), where the large main gate is noted, with strong hinges and 
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cramps; its leaves were studded with broad-headed nails and had a padlock and a 
fixed lock, accessible from both sides (mit starken Hängen auch Krampen [...] mit 
grossen eisen Nägeln durchschlagen [...] ein vorhangend und ein durchschliessend 
Schloss). The description of the main gate of Dobele Palace in 1711 (Dobele 2005, 
358) is similar: both leaves were studded as well and had three pairs of strong 
hinges; hinge pivots were set in the masonry, and there were also three cramps 
(mit grossen breitköpfichten Nägeln durchschlagen [...] drey paar starcke eiserne 
Hängen [...] Hacken in der Mauer und drey Krampfen). 

It can be concluded that the heavy main gate at Bauska and likewise Dobele had 
two leaves, which swivelled on three pairs of hinges. The leaves were provided 
with a large amount of ironwork – they had not only long strap hinges spanning 
them horizontally, but also many studs. Therefore, the thick wooden leaves became 
fireproof, as they would not catch fire or would burn only very slowly. Moreover, 
gates with a lot of ironwork offered good protection under enemy attack, as they 
were more difficult to hack, compared to a wooden leaf with no iron elements, 
because iron fittings were hard and would blunt an axe without suffering much 
damage. The descriptions of Bauska and Dobele were made in the 17th or early 18th 
century, but the gates definitely survived from the late 16th century or even earlier. 

The second group of building ironwork in the inventories of the Bauska and 
Dobele Palaces consists of iron hinges for doors, but their number is recorded 
only in some cases. For example, on the first floor of the north building of Bauska 
Palace in 1650 (Bauska 2010, 143) some doors are noted as having a pair of 
hinges (an der Thüre [...] ein pahr Hengen), and in 1698 (Bauska 2010, 162) it is 
emphasised that there were 18 doors with as many pairs of hinges (18 Türen mit so 
viel paar Hängen). This means that in the 17th century two hinges were generally 
used for swivelling one door leaf. In the descriptions of doors commonly only 
hinges are mentioned; much rarer are iron hinge pivots fixed in wooden door jambs 
or immured in the masonry. These had to be present wherever doors functioned as 
hinge pivots were needed to hang leaves. 

The third group includes iron fittings for opening or fixing the door leaf in an 
indoor area. In the inventories door fixtures go under the following German names: 
Krampe, Krampf, Anwurff, Überwurff, Riegell, Bügel and Überfall (Bauska 2010, 
146–151; Dobele 2005, 363). Only a vague judgement can be made about the 
correspondence of the above details to a particular kind of iron fitting. Presumably, 
Riegel was a bolt, and Überwurff could have been a hasp with two loops – one for 
fixing it to a leaf, and the other placed over a U-shaped staple which was hammered 
into a doorjamb and fastened with a wooden peg or padlock. Several door fixtures 
are mentioned in German as Drücker in the inventory of the Bauska Palace in 1650 
(Bauska 2010, 147). Possibly, this could correspond to what is known in English 
as a thumb-latch handle. Another fixture in the inventory of Dobele Palace in 1711 
is called by the German name Handgriff – a handle (Dobele 2005, 360). It could 
have been an iron bar forged at two right angles or made in the form of a half circle 
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and nailed to a door leaf at both ends. Handles of different forms were used to open 
the door leaf from the outside, whereas from inside one simply pushed the door to 
open it. Also mentioned in Bauska in 1650 is a Klincke (Bauska 2010, 144), which 
could have been an angle-shaped handle functioning on the principle of a lever, the 
door being opened by pressing it down.

The fourth group is connected with security and consists of iron locks. Firstly, 
there were fixed locks nailed to the door or gate leaf, which were called in German 
durchschliessed Schloss. The other group consists of padlocks – vorhangend 
Schloss in German. They were hung only at one side of the door, where the 
necessary U-shaped staples were hammered into the leaf and jamb. Both kinds of 
locks are mentioned not only at the main gate but also at several doors in Bauska 
and Dobele Palaces (Bauska 2010, 161–163; Dobele 2005, 360, 361–363)

The fifth group of building ironwork mentioned in the 17th century inventories 
consists of window fittings. For understanding the descriptions, old drawings from 
the 15th–16th century are very helpful (S c h o c k-We r n e r  1995). In the inventory 
of Bauska Palace in 1650 there are descriptions of windows with iron grilles, which 
must have been immured in the sides of the opening (Lüffte mit eiserne Tralljen), 
a window without a frame and a wooden shutter with small hinges (die Lufft ohne 
Fenster, davor ein Halb Vorschlag mit 2 kleinen eisern Hengen) (Bauska 2010, 
146), and several windows, each with four frames, two of which were sliding and 
other two had hinges and could be opened (4 Lüffte mit 16 Fenstern, darunter 2 
ufzumachen, mit Hengen und ein Schubfenster) (Bauska 2010, 147). In Dobele 
Palace in 1711 windows are noted with oak frames, hung on hinges and with a bolt 
for closing (Fenstern in eichene grün angestrichene Rähme alle mit Hängen u. 
Vorschaub Traubchen) (Dobele 2005, 362).  

A clearer insight is provided by the detailed description of windows with 
ironwork in the inventory protocol of Saldus Castle from 1681. Here two types 
of window leaves can be separated. The oldest of them consisted of multiple 
lead cames fixed with iron glazing bars (Glas Fenster in Bley geleget, mit Wind 
Eisen) (Saldus 2016, 354). As lead is a soft metal, it is prone to sagging, and panes 
could fall out. To avoid this, several thin iron bars, known as glazing bars, were 
hammered to frames horizontally, vertically or obliquely, either from the inside 
or outside. The same protocol of 1681 mentions an innovation – wooden window 
frames with larger panes: “8 panes, no lead, placed in a wooden frame, 4 of these 
with 4 pairs of hinges and 4 looped stays” (8 Glaß Fenster ohne Bley, nur in Holtz 
gefaßet, darunter 4 mit 4 paar Hängen und 4 Überwürfen) (Saldus 2016, 357). It 
might be assumed that the four upper panes were not movable, but the four lower 
were in two leaves that could be opened, as hinges and fittings are recorded. 

Iron nails constitute one more group. They were widely used in construction, as 
indicated by the list of building materials for repairing the roofs of Bauska Palace 
in 1694–1695: twelve thousand nails for laths and one thousand nails 8 inches long 
for rafters of one building, and four thousand nails for laths and three hundred nails 
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for the other building were bought (Bauska 2010, 159). Since an inch as a linear 
measure used by Livonian builders was equal to 2.24–2.6 cm (Z e m z a r i s  1981, 
51), the mentioned nails would have been about 20 cm long.

From written sources it is evident that ironwork in Livonian towns, castles 
and palaces during the 13th–17th century was made by local craftsmen, because 
purchases of iron and orders of products from local smithies are mentioned (O s e 
2017, 16), but specific information about smithies near Bauska and Dobele Palaces 
is not known yet.

As one can see from the above-mentioned examples, the inventory protocols 
give a short description of the building ironwork, but only archaeological material 
can permit determination of the different forms. 

Building ironwork found in the archaeological excavations
In course of archaeological excavation in both of the above-mentioned palaces, 

Bauska and Dobele, a number of iron constructional details were excavated. Some 
of them could be compared with the above-mentioned inventories or artefacts 
found in other buildings. 

The main gate of Bauska Palace was destroyed in an explosion in 1705, and up 
to the 20th century there were only ruins, with no masonry visible above ground. In 
the course of archaeological excavation it was possible to unearth the lower part 
of the masonry structure at the side of the former gate and recover some structural 
elements. First, there was a piece of dolomite stone, 80 to 50 cm in size, with 
a carved T-shaped anchor mortise in the upper surface (C a u n e  2005, 159). It 
would have been used for a corresponding iron hinge pivot. Some remains of lead 
had survived in the anchor mortise. This means that the parts which attached the 
iron hinge pivot to the masonry had lead caulking around the iron projections. 
In such a way the heavy gate leaf could be safely swivelled without the threat 
of collapse. The hinge pivot with a T-shaped anchor found in Bauska Palace has 
survived without its pintle (Fig. 1: 2). A similar hinge pivot fragment was excavated 
near the gate of Turaida Castle, built in the 15th century (O s e  2017, 42, 115). A 
similar complete detail was found in the excavation of the ruins of Saldus Castle, 
built in the 14th century (M u g u r ē v i č s  1972, 58). A reconstruction drawing of 
a stone building in Riga from the late 13th century shows how a hinge pivot with a 
similar anchor and hinge were used (C a u n e  1984, 124). As Bauska Palace was 
built at the end of the 16th century, the hinge pivot relates to this time. In view of 
the long time interval from the 13th to the 16th century, one may conclude that the 
hinge pivot with a T-shaped anchor did not change its shape during a long period. 
Its main function was practical – to support the door or gate leaf. 

During the archaeological excavations in Bauska and Dobele Palaces a variety 
of nails were found (Fig. 1: 9). Long nails with small heads were used for joining 
boards. Broad-headed nails, such as are mentioned in the inventories, were used 
for studding gate leaves. Such items found near the main gate of Bauska Palace had 
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5–7 cm wide heads with a 2–3 cm high elevation, shaped as a truncated pyramid. 
Similar studs have been found in archaeological excavations in other Latvian 
castles, too. Examples from Turaida Castle, probably from the 15th–17th century, 
are 5–14 cm long with 7–9 cm broad heads in the form of a low cone (O s e  2017, 
174, 175). How the gate leaf was studded is shown in a drawing of the inner gate of 
Riga Castle made by Johann Christoph Brotze in 1776 (B r o c e  1992, 202). The 
massive oak leaf was thickly studded with iron nails and had two hinges – wide 
iron straps that lie horizontally and are likewise nailed with several broad-headed 
studs. The thick leaves could survive for several centuries, so these are likely the 
gate fittings of Riga Castle from the period of construction, the castle having been 
completed in 1515. 

Among archaeological ironwork from Bauska and Dobele Palaces there are 
some door hinges – long iron straps with nail attachment holes for nailing them 
to the door leaf and a scrolled loop for suspension from the hinge pivot (Fig. 1: 
4). Hinges ensured the opening and closing of the door leaf without removing it 
from the opening. Two groups of similar hinges – strap hinges and leaf hinges – 
can be identified, which are typical for the 17th century and were excavated in 
Turaida Castle (O s e  2017, 37, 40) and Cēsis Castle (L a p i ņ š  2017, 73). Long 
strap hinges nailed horizontally to the door leaf were used for thick outer doors, 
fastening together several vertical battens of the leaf. Hinges with short straps 
were nailed to the frame of inner doors, which were light panel doors, thick battens 
being used only for the frame, with thin filling the middle part. 

Two types of hinge pivots for doors were excavated in Bauska. For panel doors a 
hinge pivot with spike was used, which was hammered into the wooden doorjamb, 
leaving a cylindrical pintle on the outside, on which the looped part of the hinge 
was hung (Fig. 1: 3). Such a form has close parallels from the Roman period to 
the post-medieval period in Europe, the form remaining almost unchanged during 
this time (E g a n  2010, 43). An early modern hinge pivot may also be combined 
from two elements – one is a pintle at its upper end and a flattened supporting part 
at the lower end; the other is a spike with a loop that is hung on a pintle (Fig. 1: 1). 
When the spike is hammered into a doorjamb and the flattened part is nailed to it, 
the hinge is hung on the pintle. Such an artefact has also been excavated in Bauska. 

There are several door fixtures and fragments of fixtures excavated in Bauska 
and Dobele Palaces. One of them is a looped hasp from Bauska (Fig. 1: 6) (C a u n e 
and G r ū b e  1992, 37), while the other, from Dobele, could be a part of a thumb-
latch handle (Fig. 1: 7) – part of a similar item is documented in Latvian peasant 
buildings in the early 20th century (Z a r i ņ š  1931, VI-60). Various rotary keys 
(Fig. 1: 8) were found in the excavations in Bauska and Dobele, which can be 
dated after their form to the 16th–17th century (We l k e r  2014, 82, 88). As the 
keys are of different sizes, there must also have been large fixed door locks, but 
such examples were not found either in Bauska or in Dobele. Padlocks are the only 
forms of lock from the 16th–17th century excavated at both palaces. 
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Fig. 1. Building ironwork excavated at Bauska and Dobele Palaces:  
1 – hinge pivot with supporting part at the lower end; 2 – anchor of a hinge pivot 
with broken pintle; 3 – hinge pivot; 4 – strap hinge; 5 – glazing bar; 6 – looped 

hasp with a nail and U-shaped staple; 7 – part of a thumb-latch handle; 8 – rotary 
key; 9 – nails. (Drawings from the documentation of the excavations)
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The excavations in Bauska and Dobele have yielded only a few window fittings – 
finds include some glazing bars (Fig. 1: 5), angle hinges and corner braces. It is 
concluded that in both palaces there were windows with older small panes in lead 
cames with glazing bars, later replaced by bigger glass panes in wooden frames, 
where corner braces were necessary to keep the horizontal and vertical parts of 
the window frame together. Corner braces which appear compressed and pointed 
at the ends are typical of the Baroque style, similar braces being used in Germany 
from the 17th century (S c h r a d e r  2001, 65). From here, the form of the window 
fittings has spread to the palaces in the former Duchy of Courland and Semigallia. 
Angle hinges are similar to corner braces but have a loop at one side for hanging 
the frame on the hinge pivot, which was hammered into the jamb. Similar window 
fittings were used in Turaida and Cēsis Castles in the 16th–17th century (O s e  2017, 
46, 48; L a p i ņ š  2017, 69). 

 
Some conclusions
Descriptions of the building ironwork from Bauska and Dobele – two palaces 

in the former Duchy of Courland and Semigallia – allow some conclusions. First, 
there are two main sources for research into building ironwork in Latvia in the 
17th century – written inventories of the buildings and archaeological artefacts. 
The sources differ in their importance: the inventories provide evidence of many 
different kinds of ironwork used in masonry and wooden buildings, but mostly 
only visible details were marked in the protocols, and sometimes their form is not 
understandable from the description. In the course of archaeological research it 
was possible to excavate real objects which demonstrate the form and sometimes 
also the function, but the number of artefacts is quite small and they represent 
items that have remained in the cultural layers only by accident. 

From all the sources used it is possible to conclude that building ironwork had 
the following main functions: joining of wooden pieces (long nails, wall anchors, 
window frame corner braces), strengthening of the gate or outer door surfaces 
against enemies and fire (broad-headed nails or studs), opening and closing of the 
door, window and gate leaves (hinges and hinge pivots), and protection of people 
and property (bolts, looped hasps, locks, grille bars, etc).   

When the building ironwork excavated in Bauska and Dobele Palaces is 
compared with artefacts from other medieval and early modern buildings, from 
excavations in Latvia or from foreign literature, it can be concluded that their 
forms were mostly brought over from the great European craft centres, but at 
each building site the ironwork was made by a local smith and could have some 
different features. 

For dating of the building ironwork described in this paper the following aspect 
may be taken into consideration. The excavation areas in both Bauska and Dobele 
Palaces were situated in the outer baileys, where written sources indicate buildings 
from the late 16th and 17th century, which were demolished and abandoned in the first 
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decades of the 18th century. Other archaeological artefacts in the same excavation 
areas are also mostly from the 17th century, and most parallels in the literature are 
similar in date. Some excavated items are from the late 16th century (for example, 
the hinge pivot with a T-shaped anchor at the main gate in Bauska) or perhaps from 
the beginning of the 18th century. Mostly there are common forms which were used 
for longer time and do not allow precise dating of their production time and place 
of origin. Perhaps this will be possible in the future with the application of new 
physical or chemical analyses.  

The excavated artefacts from Bauska and Dobele Palaces represent only 
practical forms. If there were artistic craft items (for example, hinge straps with 
decoration) from the late 16th century, when the splendid ducal palaces were built, 
they have not survived. It should be underlined that during the second half of the 
17th century – the final period of existence of Bauska and Dobele Palaces – there 
were no luxurious premises, and therefore the fittings were simple. Another reason 
relates to historical conditions – the excavated buildings were uninhabited ruins 
for several centuries. After the abandonment of the palaces, a large proportion of 
the old ironwork was probably gathered and re-used in new buildings or re-utilized 
by the local blacksmith. 

In spite of the above-mentioned problems, the building ironwork excavated in 
both palaces is valuable material for further research by archaeologists, cultural 
historians and restorers. This paper represents an early stage in the study, pointing 
implicitly to directions of post-medieval research which could be further developed 
in the future. 
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geležies dirbinius

S a n t r a u k a

Pagrindinės sąvokos: pastatų apdailos geležies dirbiniai, senoviniai rūmai, archeolo-
giniai kasinėjimai, XVII a. pastatų inventorius.

Archeologinių tyrinėjimų metu, kurie buvo atliekami Bauskės rūmų griuvėsiuose 
(1976–1992 m. Andris Caune) ir Duobelėje (1987–1991 m. ir 2002–2009 m. Mārtiņš Ruša), 
iškasta įvairių pastatų geležinių detalių. Ši medžiaga anksčiau nebuvo tiriama. Nustatant 
buvusią iškastų objektų funkciją, naudotasi panašiais radiniais, iškastais kitose vietovėse, 
remtasi literatūra apie XVII–XVIII a. pradžios rūmų inventorius. Galima daryti išvadą, 
kad pastatų apdailos geležies dirbiniai buvo gabenami iš didžiųjų Europos amatų centrų, 
o geležies dirbinius dažniausiai gamino vietiniai kalviai. Iškasti pastatų apdailos geležies 
dirbiniai atliko šias pagrindines funkcijas: medinių detalių (ilgų vinių, sienų inkarų, lango 
rėmų kampų) sujungimas, vartų arba išorinių durų paviršių sustiprinimas nuo priešų ir 
ugnies (vinys didelėmis galvutėmis ar smeigės), durų, langų lankstiniai sujungimai, lapų 
ornamentai ant vartų (vyriai ir vyrių šerdesai), žmonių ir nuosavybės apsauga (varžtai, 
kilpos, spynos, raktai, grotelės). Antroje XVII a. pusėje – Bauskės ir Duobelės rūmų eg-
zistavimo pabaigoje – nebuvo prabangių pastatų, todėl iškastų geležies dirbinių apdailos 
formos irgi neįmantrios. Kalbant apie pastatų apdailos geležies dirbinių pagaminimo laiką, 
reikia pažymėti, kad Bauskės ir Duobelės pilyse esančios kasinėjimo vietos buvo išdėsty-
tos pilių išorinėje dalyje, kaip rašytiniai šaltiniai rodo, XVI a. pabaigoje – XVII a. pastatų, 
kurie buvo nebegyvenami pirmaisiais XVIII a. dešimtmečiais. Galima daryti prielaidą, jog 
po pilių nugriovimo dauguma senų geležies dirbinių buvo surinkta ir pakartotinai panau-
dota naujose statybose arba perdirbta vietos kalvių. Todėl archeologinių kasinėjimų metu 
randama nedaug tokių dirbinių. 
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S u m m a r y
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Archaeological research was carried out in the ruins of the palaces at Bauska (1976–
1992 by Andris Caune) and Dobele (1987–1991 and 2002–2009 by Mārtiņš Ruša) in 
connection with conservation or restoration work, and various iron building details were 
excavated. The material has not been researched previously. For determining the former 
function of the excavated items similar artefacts from other sites have been used, as well as 
literature and also the inventories of palaces from the 17th and early 18th century. It can be 
concluded that the forms of the building ironwork were brought from the great European 
craft centres, but the ironwork was mostly made by the local smith. The excavated building 
ironwork had the following main functions: joining of wooden pieces (long nails, wall 
anchors, window frame corner braces), strengthening of the gate or outer door surfaces 
against enemies and fire (broad-headed nails or studs), swivelling of the door, window, 
gate leaves (hinges and hinge pivots), and protection of people and property (bolts, looped 
hasps, locks, keys, grille bars). During the second half of the 17th century – the final period of 
existence of Bauska and Dobele Palaces – there were no luxurious premises, and therefore 
the excavated artefacts show the simple, practical forms of ordinary building ironwork. As 
regards the dating of the building ironwork described in this paper, the excavation areas in 
both Bauska and Dobele Palaces were situated in the outer baileys, where written sources 
provide evidence of buildings from the late 16th and 17th century, which were abandoned 
in the first decades of the 18th century. Probably, after the demolition of the palaces most 
of the old ironwork was gathered and re-used in new buildings or re-utilized by the local 
blacksmith. Therefore, not very many artefacts remained in the cultural layers and could 
be found during the excavations. 
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